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Deﬁnition



Thread-Level Speculation (TLS) refers to an environment where execution threads operate speculatively,
performing potentially unsafe operations, and temporarily buffering the state they generate in a buffer or
cache. At a certain point, the operations of a thread are
declared to be correct or incorrect. If they are correct,
the thread commits, merging the state it generated with
the correct state of the program; if they are incorrect,
the thread is squashed and typically restarted from its
beginning. The term TLS is most often associated to
a scenario where the purpose is to execute a sequential application in parallel. In this case, the compiler or
the hardware breaks down the application into speculative threads that execute in parallel. However, strictly
speaking, TLS can be applied to any environment where
threads are executed speculatively and can be squashed
and restarted.




















Discussion



Basic Concepts in Thread-Level
Speculation



In its most common use, Thread-Level Speculation
 (TLS) consists of extracting units of work (i.e., tasks)
 from a sequential application and executing them on
 different threads in parallel, hoping not to violate


sequential semantics. The control flow in the sequential code imposes a relative ordering between the tasks,
which is expressed in terms of predecessor and successor tasks. The sequential code also induces a data
dependence relation on the memory accesses issued by
the different tasks that parallel execution cannot violate.
A task is Speculative when it may perform or may
have performed operations that violate data or control dependences with its predecessor tasks. Otherwise, the task is nonspeculative. The memory accesses
issued by speculative tasks are called speculative memory accesses.
When a nonspeculative task finishes execution, it is
ready to Commit. The role of commit is to inform the
rest of the system that the data generated by the task
is now part of the safe, nonspeculative program state.
Among other operations, committing always involves
passing the Commit Token to the immediate successor task. This is because maintaining correct sequential
semantics in the parallel execution requires that tasks
commit in order from predecessor to successor. If a task
reaches its end and is still speculative, it cannot commit until it acquires nonspeculative status and all its
predecessors have committed.
Figure  shows an example of several tasks running on four processors. In this example, when task T
executing on processor  finishes the execution, it cannot commit until its predecessor tasks T, T, and T
also finish and commit. In the meantime, depending on
the hardware support, processor  may have to stall or
may be able to start executing speculative task T. The
example also shows how the nonspeculative task status
changes as tasks finish and commit, and the passing of
the commit token.
Memory accesses issued by a speculative task
must be handled carefully. Stores generate Speculative
Versions of data that cannot simply be merged with
the nonspeculative state of the program. The reason is
that they may be incorrect. Consequently, these versions
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Thread-Level Speculation. Fig.  A set of tasks executing on four processors. The ﬁgure shows the nonspeculative task
timeline and the transfer of the commit token





























are stored in a Speculative Buffer local to the processor
running the task – e.g., the first-level cache. Only when
the task becomes nonspeculative are its versions safe.
Loads issued by a speculative task try to find the
requested datum in the local speculative buffer. If they
miss, they fetch the correct version from the memory
subsystem, i.e., the closest predecessor version from the
speculative buffers of other tasks. If no such version
exists, they fetch the datum from memory.
As tasks execute in parallel, the system must identify any violations of cross-task data dependences.
Typically, this is done with special hardware or software support that tracks, for each individual task, the
data that the task wrote and the data that the task read
without first writing it. A data-dependence violation is
flagged when a task modifies a datum that has been read
earlier by a successor task. At this point, the consumer
task is squashed and all the data versions that it has
produced are discarded. Then, the task is re-executed.
Figure  shows an example of a data-dependence
violation. In the example, each iteration of a loop
is a task. Each iteration issues two accesses to an
array, through an un-analyzable subscripted subscript.
At run-time, iteration J writes A[] after its successor iteration J+ reads A[]. This is a Read After
Write (RAW) dependence that gets violated due to
the parallel execution. Consequently, iteration J+ is
squashed and restarted. Ordinarily, all the successor

tasks of iteration J+ are also squashed at this time
because they may have consumed versions generated
by the squashed task. While it is possible to selectively
squash only tasks that used incorrect data, it would
involve extra complexity. Finally, as iteration J+ reexecutes, it will re-read A[]. However, at this time, the
value read will be the version generated by iteration J.
Note that WAR and WAW dependence violations do
not need to induce task squashes. The successor task has
prematurely written the datum, but the datum remains
buffered in its speculative buffer. A subsequent read
from a predecessor task (in a WAR violation) will get a
correct version, while a subsequent write from a predecessor task (in a WAW violation) will generate a version
that will be merged with main memory before the one
from the successor task.
However, many proposed TLS schemes, to reduce
hardware complexity, induce squashes in a variety of situations. For instance, if the system has no support to
keep different versions of the same datum in different
speculative buffers in the machine, cross-task WAR and
WAW dependence violations induce squashes. Moreover, if the system only tracks accesses on a per-line
basis, it cannot disambiguate accesses to different words
in the same memory line. In this case, false sharing of a
cache line by two different processors can appear as a
data-dependence violation and also trigger a squash.
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Thread-Level Speculation. Fig.  Example of a data-dependence violation







































Finally, while TLS can be applied to various code
structures, it is most often applied to loops. In this
case, tasks are typically formed by a set of consecutive
iterations.
The rest of this article is organized as follows:
First, the article briefly classifies TLS schemes. Then, it
describes the two major problems that any TLS scheme
has to solve, namely, buffering and managing speculative state, and detecting and handling dependence
violations. Next, it describes the initial efforts in TLS,
other uses of TLS, and machines that use TLS.

Most proposed TLS schemes target small sharedmemory machines of about two to eight processors
(e.g., [, , , ]). It is in this range of parallelism that TLS is most cost effective. Some TLS proposals have focused on smaller machines and have
extended a superscalar core with some hardware units
that execute threads speculatively [, ]. Finally, some
TLS proposals have targeted scalable multiprocessors
[, , ]. This is a more challenging environment,
given the longer communication latencies involved. It
requires applications that have significant parallelism
that cannot be analyzed statically by the compiler.



Buﬀering and Managing Speculative State
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Classiﬁcation of Thread-Level Speculation
Schemes

There have been many proposals of TLS schemes. They
can be broadly classified depending on the emphasis
on hardware versus software, and the type of target
machine.
The majority of the proposed schemes use hardware
support to detect cross-task dependence violations that
result in task squashes (e.g., [, , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , ]). Typically, this is attained by using
the hardware cache coherence protocol, which sends
coherence messages between the caches when multiple processors access the same memory line. Among all
these hardware-based schemes, the majority rely on a
compiler or a software layer to identify and prepare the
tasks that should be executed in parallel. Consequently,
there have been several proposals for TLS compilers
(e.g., [, , , ]). Very few schemes rely on the
hardware to identify the tasks (e.g., []).
Several schemes, especially in the early stages of TLS
research, proposed software-only approaches to TLS
(e.g., [, , , ]). In this case, the compiler typically
generates code that causes each task to keep shadow
locations and, after the parallel execution, checks if multiple tasks have updated a common location. If they
have, the original state is restored.

The state produced by speculative tasks is unsafe, since
such tasks may be squashed. Therefore, any TLS scheme
must be able to identify such state and, when necessary, separate it from the rest of the memory state.
For this, TLS systems use structures, such as caches
[, , , , ], and special buffers [, , , ], or
undo logs [, , ]. This section outlines the challenges in buffering and managing speculative state. A
more detailed analysis and a taxonomy is presented by
Garzaran et al. [].

Multiple Versions of the Same Variable
in the System
Every time that a task writes for the first time to a
variable, a new version of the variable appears in the
system. Thus, two speculative tasks running on different
processors may create two different versions of the same
variable [, ]. These versions need to be buffered separately, and special actions may need to be taken so that
a reader task can find the correct version out of the several coexisting in the system. Such a version will be the
version created by the producer task that is the closest
predecessor of the reader task.
A task has at most a single version of any given
variable, even if it writes to the variable multiple times.
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The reason is that, on a dependence violation, the whole
 task is undone. Therefore, there is no need to keep
 intermediate values of the variable.













































Multiple Speculative Tasks per Processor
When a processor finishes executing a task, the task
may still be speculative. If the TLS buffering support is
such that the processor can only hold state from a single
speculative task, the processor stalls until the task commits. However, to better tolerate task load imbalance,
the local buffer may have been designed to buffer state
from several speculative tasks, enabling the processor to
execute another speculative task. In this case, the state
of each task must be tagged with the ID of the task.

lines to memory [] or by requesting ownership for
them to obtain coherence with main memory [].
In FMM systems, versions from speculative tasks are
merged with the coherent memory when they are generated. However, to enable recovery from task squashes,
when a task generates a speculative version of a variable,
the previous version of the variable is saved in a log.
Note that, in both approaches, the coherent memory
state can temporarily reside in caches, which function
in their traditional role of extensions of main memory.



Detecting and Handling Dependence
Violations



Basic Concepts
The second aspect of TLS involves detecting and handling dependence violations. Most TLS proposals focus
on data dependences, rather than control dependences.
To detect (cross-task) data-dependence violations, most
TLS schemes use the same approach. Specifically, when
a speculative task writes a datum, the hardware sets a
Speculative Write bit associated with the datum in the
cache; when a speculative task reads a datum before it
writes to it (an event called Exposed Read), the hardware sets an Exposed Read bit. Depending on the TLS
scheme supported, these accesses also cause a tag associated with the datum to be set to the ID of the task.
In addition, when a task writes a datum, the cache
coherence protocol transaction that sends invalidations
to other caches checks these bits. If a successor task has
its Exposed Read bit set for the datum, the successor
task has prematurely read the datum (i.e., this is a RAW
dependence violation), and is squashed [].
If the Speculative Write and Exposed Read bits are
kept on a per-word basis, only dependences on the same
word can cause squashes. However, keeping and maintaining such bits on a per-word basis in caches, network
messages, and perhaps directory modules is costly in
hardware. Moreover, it does not come naturally to the
coherence protocol of multiprocessors, which operate
at the granularity of memory lines.
Keeping these bits on a per-line basis is cheaper and
compatible with mainstream cache coherence protocols. However, the hardware cannot then disambiguate
accesses at word level. Furthermore, it cannot combine
different versions of a line that have been updated in different words. Consequently, cross-task RAW and WAW
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Multiple Versions of the Same Variable
in a Single Processor
When a processor buffers state from multiple speculative tasks, it is possible that two such tasks create
two versions of the same variable. This occurs in loadimbalanced applications that exhibit private data patterns (i.e., WAW dependences between tasks). In this
case, the buffer will have to hold multiple versions of
the same variable. Each version will be tagged with a
different task ID. This support introduces complication
to the buffer or cache. Indeed, on an external request,
extra comparisons will need to be done if the cache has
two versions of the same variable.

Merging of Task State
The state produced by speculative tasks is typically
merged with main memory at task commit time; however, it can instead be merged as it is being generated.
The first approach is called Architectural Main Memory
(AMM) or Lazy Version Management; the second one
is called Future Main Memory (FMM) or Eager Version
Management. These schemes differ on whether the main
memory contains only safe data (AMM) or it can also
contain speculative data (FMM).
In AMM systems, all speculative versions remain
in caches or buffers that are kept separate from the
coherent memory state. Only when a task becomes nonspeculative can its buffered state be merged with main
memory. In a straightforward implementation, when
a task commits, all the buffered dirty cache lines are
merged with main memory, either by writing back the
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Techniques to Avoid Squashes
Since squashes are so expensive, there are techniques to
avoid them. If the compiler can conclude that a certain
pair of accesses will frequently cause a data-dependence
violation, it can statically insert a synchronization operation that forces the correct task ordering at runtime.
Alternatively, the machine can have hardware support that records, at runtime, where dependence violations occur. Such hardware may record the program
counter of the read or writes involved, or the address
of the memory location being accessed. Based on this
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information, when these program counters are reached
or the memory location is accessed, the hardware can
try one of several techniques to avoid the violation. This
section outlines some of the techniques that can be used.
A more complete description of the choices is presented
by Cintra and Torrellas []. Without loss of generality, a
RAW violation is assumed.
Based on past history, the predictor may predict
that the pair of conflicting accesses are engaged in false
sharing. In this case, it can simply allow the read to proceed and then the subsequent write to execute silently,
without sending invalidations. Later, before the consumer task is allowed to commit, it is necessary to
check whether the sections of the line read by the consumer overlap with the sections of the line written by
the producer. This can be easily done if the caches
have per-word access bits. If there is no overlap, it was
false sharing and the squash is avoided. Figure b shows
the resulting time line.
When there is a true data dependence between tasks,
a squash can be avoided with effective use of value prediction. Specifically, the predictor can predict the value
that the producer will produce, speculatively provide it
to the consumer’s read, and let the consumer proceed.
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violations, on both the same word and different words
of a line (i.e., false sharing), cause squashes.
Task squash is a very costly operation. The cost
is threefold: overhead of the squash operation itself,
loss of whatever correct work has already been performed by the offending task and its successors, and
cache misses in the offending task and its successors
needed to reload state when restarting. The latter overhead appears because, as part of the squash operation, the speculative state in the cache is invalidated.
Figure a shows an example of a RAW violation across
tasks i and i+j+. The consumer task and its successors
are squashed.

Time
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Thread-Level Speculation. Fig.  RAW data-dependence violation that results in a squash (a) or that does not cause a
squash due to false sharing or value prediction (b), or consumer stall (c and d)
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Again, before the consumer is allowed to commit, it is
necessary to check that the value provided was correct.
The timeline is also shown in Fig. b.
In cases where the predictor is unable to predict the
value, it can avoid the squash by stalling the consumer
task at the time of the read. This case can use two possible approaches. An aggressive approach is to release
the consumer task and let it read the current value as
soon as the predicted producer task commits. The time
line is shown in Fig. c. In this case, if an intervening
task between the first producer and the consumer later
writes the line, the consumer will be squashed. A more
conservative approach is not to release the consumer
task until it becomes nonspeculative. In this case, the
presence of multiple predecessor writers will not squash
the consumer. The time line is shown in Fig. d.



Initial Eﬀorts in Thread-Level Speculation





An early proposal for hardware support for a form of
speculative parallelization was made by Knight [] in
the context of functional languages. Later, the Multiscalar processor [] was the first proposal to use a form
of TLS within a single-chip multithreaded architecture. A software-only form of TLS was proposed in the
LRPD test []. Early proposals of hardware-based TLS
include the work of several authors [, , , , ].



Other Uses of Thread-Level Speculation



TLS concepts have been used in environments that
have goals other than trying to parallelize sequential programs. For example, they have been used to
speed up explicitly parallel programs through Speculative Synchronization [], or for parallel program
debugging [] or program monitoring []. Similar
concepts to TLS have been used in systems supporting
hardware transactional memory [] and continuous
atomic-block operation [].










































for speculative threads is Sun Microsystems’ ROCK 
processor []. Other manufacturers are rumored to be 
developing prototypes with similar hardware.


Related Entries

Machines that Use Thread-Level
Speculation

Several machines built by computer manufacturers have
hardware support for some form of TLS – although
the specific implementation details are typically not disclosed. Such machines include systems designed for
Java applications such as Sun Microsystems’ MAJC
chip [] and Azul Systems’ Vega processor [].
The most high-profile system with hardware support
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